THE CRW MAJOR REQUIRES 36 HOURS TOTAL. AT LEAST **9 HOURS MUST BE ON THE 4000 LEVEL.** NO COURSES MAY BE REPEATED FOR ADDITIONAL CREDIT UNLESS SPECIFIED.

I. CRW CORE REQUIREMENTS (12 HOURS)

- CRW5110—FICTION TECHNIQUE
- CRW5111—POETIC TECHNIQUE
- ENC3310—ARTICLE & ESSAY TECHNIQUE
- ENG2012—INTRO TO ENGLISH STUDIES

II. ADVANCED WRITING WORKSHOPS (6 HOURS)

ADVANCED WORKSHOPS ARE REPEATABLE FOR UP TO 9 HOURS TOTAL. SOME MAY REQUIRE AN APPLICATION. PLEASE READ CLASS NOTES PRIOR TO ENROLLMENT FOR DETAILS.

- CRW420—ADVANCED FICTION WORKSHOP
  **PRE-REC:** CRW5110

- CRW4320—ADVANCED POETRY WORKSHOP
  **PRE-REC:** CRW5111

- ENC4311—ADVANCED ARTICLE & ESSAY WORKSHOP
  **PRE-REC:** ENC3310

- ART4928C—GRAPHIC NOVEL WORKSHOP
  **NOTE:** ONLY THE SECTION TAUGHT BY RUSSEL FRANKLIN

III. PRE-1900 BRITISH LITERATURE (3 HOURS)

- ENL: 3210, 3334, 4112, 4122, 4161, 4171, 4218, 4220, 4250, 4240, 4251, 4311, 4353, OR 4341

IV. 2000+ LEVEL LITERATURE ELECTIVES (12 HOURS)

**MUST START WITH PREFIX:** AML, ENL, OR LIT

V. 2000+ LEVEL ENGLISH ELECTIVE (3 HOURS)

**MUST START WITH PREFIX:** AML, ENL, LIT, CRW, OR ENG

SCHEDULE FOR: ________________

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS:

- LANGUAGE: (1120, 1121, 2220)
- SPEECH: SPC1017/2608/267 ETC.
- DIGITAL LITERACY: CGS2060, HUM2531, ETC.
- CIVIC LITERACY:
- NATURAL SCIENCE LAB:

NOTES: